Aklys Defense - Aklys Defense LLC
9683 Mammoth Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70814

Phone: 225.448.3167 - Email: jmeaux@aklysdefense.com

Falcata - IS "Integrally Suppressed"AR based
upper or rifle
Product Code: Falcata - IS "Integrally
Suppressed"
Availability: Out Of Stock

Price: $1,895.00

Description
ON Sale! for $1895, MSRP$1999 for upper alone!!!
The roots of the Falcata can be traced back to ancient Iberian warriors that used the
devastating sword to so effectively protect their homeland from conquerors. Much like
the Falcata of old, the Aklys Defense Falcata is the modern day warrior’s weapon of
choice to accomplish any mission.
Our rifles are built to exceed Military Specifications to ensure that you get the best
quality, reliability, accuracy, and performance out of your rifle.
We back every rifle with a full lifetime warranty that you will never have to use to give
you peace of mind that you are getting the very best.
The Falcata-IS and Falcata-ISK are integrally suppressed AR's custom built by us. It is
available in 300BLK or 5.56X45/.223 with either a 12" barrel(ISK) for an SBR/pistol or a
16" barrel(IS). Since the Falcatta-IS is integrally suppressed, only a single tax stamp is
required for the 16" rifle. It utilizes an 8"or 7.5" barrel with 316 Stainless suppressor
body and core with a deflector style initial blast baffle made from Nitronic 60 giving
10-12% better wear resistance over Inconel!
-Our upper and lower receivers are forged 7075 aluminum and Type III hard coat

anodized black for durability.
-All of our barrels used are M4 profile with M4 feed ramps for consistent and reliable
feeding. Barrels are available in either 1/7 twist or 1/9 twist and a suppressor body
effective barrel length of 16”(permanently attached tube) or 12". (ALL NFA RULES
APPLY)
-Carriers are all MPI/HP tested, Nitride coated, and properly staked for reliability.

**ALL NFA LAWS APPLY**

*The 12" barrel on the ISK as rifle will make this rifle a 2 stamp gun, 1 for the
suppressor and 1 for the Short Barrel Rifle, meaning you will have (2) $200 tax stamps to
pay to the ATF for this rifle. Please choose 16" model for 1 stamp rifle or upper only if
for use on pistol.
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